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1. Industrial Arte Afthlevmatet To«t
IHTRODUCTIGH
Leaders in Industrial Arts, as In other departments of education,
have sat up axoallant techniques for the construction of tests — but
very little that is significant In their application has thus far been
accomplished. The use of standardised tests in Industrial Arts is still
#
in its infancy*
Problem
The problem of this thesis is to construct and standardise a test
that will measure achievement in the subject of woodworking. This test
is concerned neither with the general intelligence nor the mechanical
ability with which the pupil is endowed, but rather, with his mechani-
cal skill and information which will allow him to perform successfully
definite operations after a certain amount of training*
The Stenquest Mechanical Aptitude Test has been used in comparison
with the Industrial Arts Achievement Teat, the author* s teat.
There are two major objectives In the teaching of any Industrial
Arts subject* These objectives includei first, the eeoulsltion by the
pupil of certain fundamental technical and related information, and,
second, the development of certain skills to perform these fundamental
operations. The author's Industrial Arts Achievement Test is a
measure of pupils* range of information, and the ability to organise
that information. Part I is a companion test to measure how much skill
the pupil has developed in the subject of woodworking. It is designed
for Junior High School use only, but might be used In the Senior High
School. It should be clearly understood that the purpose of this teet
Is not to establish standards, bat is merely to determine objectively
what skill the pupil has — whether or not he can secure adequate
results from the use of the tools and materials appropriate to the time
devoted to the work and the school grade in which the work is taught.
Specifically, this test aims to measure the pupil's understanding
of directions Involving frequently used woodworking processes and
procedures, the reading of a working drawing, the selection of proper
tools to carry out specified work, the ability to use tools selected
for hhe required work and the pupil's information concerning the finishing
of woodwork* Since there is a decided difference of opinion as to what
weight shall be given to the amount of time per week alloted to exercises
in woodworking at the various levels of instruction, it was decided to
measure the pupils' actual skill in one class period. The last two
sections of the test were given in another class period. Certain
qualities of a good woodworking product, which do not lend themselves
to objective measurement, have been purposely omitted. Only such opera*
tlons as were deemed capable of objective measurement have been selected.
HISTORY OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS TB3TIB0
There are still many teachers in Industrial Arts Education who de
not feel that they need any test whatever to disclose to them what
their students know about a given shop subject. As one teacher stated,
5
If I have watched a boy in any shop for a whole semester, I know what
he can do without giving him a fancy test."
This statement may be true if the shop teacher it aiming merely at
the transmission of skills j but even then a teacher nay go far astray
in his conclusions, for teacher appraisals have proved quite inadequate
as measuring devices. Lincoln and workman U.p.l) state, "that a change
has come about, in the marking system of teachers, as a result of a
general tendency to sake Education a sciences to base eduoational
practice upon the foundation of carefully determined fact".
Old Philosophy t "Nothing to measure".
The problem of testing in our school shops is a most perplexing one.
It still seems to require a great amount of study and investigation.
Kost of the shop teachers, who have given thought to it, have tried to
do the job in as objective a manner as possible, but these best efforts
have fallen short of three criteria! namely, objectivity, reliability,
and validity. These three are generally set up for scoring devices.
The look of agreement in marking which is evident in our schools,
in general, (and in our shops in particular), is not due to any
fundamental weakness of the marking systems — regardless of the types
employed* It would be an interesting experiment to have a representa-
tive group of shop teachers Individ tally assign a mark to a given
project. The results would undoubtedly compare in no small measure to
the study made by Starch (11, p.519). In this steady several investiga-
tions were made in which two final examination papers in first-year
High School English were used. The two were graded by 142 English
teachers — each representing a different High School. The differences
ere astounding. The Barks for each of the two papers ran over practically
the entire range of the percentage aeale. Starch established two eon-
elusions a first, "that teachers differ enormously la evaluating the same
piece of work In terns of the ordinary percentage scales and second, that
they differ as much In one subject as in another" , He gave the following
causes for variations of teachers marks:
1. Differences in the standard of severity or leniency in different
schools*
2. Differences in the standard of severity or leniency of different
3. Differences in credit or penalty assigned by different teashers
to any given fact or error in a pieee of work*
4* Minuteness of the discrimination between successive steps of cerit
or quality in a given scale of qualities*
There have been other studies which have dealt with the unreliability
of teachers* narks by such authors as Foster and Bigg. Individual
^udgessents and personal opinions have been responsible for such of the
unreliability of school Barks In general. The see* can be said of shop
teachers* marks in particular* The shop instructor marks entirely on a
basis of what he thinks a project Is worth* There is no scientific method
used in detensining a pupils* mark in the shop*
Fifteen years went by with shop teachers still thinking that tests
were of no importance in shop work* It is quite far fetched to think that
a teacher who has over 300 pupils a week can possibly determine the exact
evaluation of each of his pupils*
Guidance, which naturally and logically follows our testing pronrea.
hM teen a carefully integrated pert of the whole program of testing in
the Industrial Arte Field. It was not until about the year 1928 that
etandariked teete began to appear*
Lack of Organisation
SSBMStMSMa . w . , *w.*-^MSSS)
One of the main reasons for the lack of testing in the Industrial
Arts field -ems the lack of its organisation, Kany shop teachers were
satisfied to produce projects only* Aim and objectives didn*t matter as
long as the pupils were "making shavings"
•
In the past. Industrial Arts teachers hare been content as long as
the pupil had a piece of wood or something similar to work with* They
had completely forgotten the objectives of Industrial Arts.
Making projects end putting them on exhibition does not fullfll the
purpose of Industrial Arts* The related and technical work connected
with the shop work is most important* The questions of the "where and
why", of the material that is being used in the shop is very important*
These questions should be taken care of in a well organised shop* A
well organised shop should have up-to-date reading material* a course of
study that reaches all pupils, and projects that minister to practical
needs* Shop work, if well organised, can be carried out on as
scientific a basis as academic work.
Lack of Standard Learning gaits of Instruction.
In December 1931 the Ameriean Vocational Association held its oonven-
in tew York. A committee was appointed to revise "The Standards of
Attainment in Industrial Arts". The revision of the lists of learning
unit* was the first and the most important task to be considered. The
value of suoh * llet of learning or teaching units is obvious for it
gives very definite objectives which are, and should be, apparent to
both teacher and pupil. It then becomes a relatively simple setter to
develop tests to determine the progress of the pupil In learning them*
When a pupil knows he has a definite assignment to learn and knows that
he will be tested on its contents i and when he gees at his work wilfully
and thus receives an efficiency mark based on a satisfactory record, we
then have a very desirable learning situation. Such a list also
furnishes a basis for job analysis*
The teacher must determine whether each job contains the elements he
wishes to teach, and whether definite learning units are in each specific
job* These data are necessary In order that the teacher might choose
jobs more wisely in the future* In this way, he say be sure that each
job covers all the items he deems advisable to teach*
Such original lists should be reasonably complete* They probably
would contain a greater number of units than would be taurht in any one
school but the teacher could select frod such a master list the particu-
lar learning units which he considers most valuable to teach in his
olasses*
It Is impossible to say definitely what units, and how many of them,
should be Included In all courses of woodworking* The reason for this
impossibility is that the time devoted to woodworking varies so vastly In
different schools from one hour per week to ten hours per week. These
units also appear In all grades from the sixth to the twelfth* In view
of this situation, it seems best to prepare a complete list of learning
unit* for each grade with & sdnlausi aiwxmt of tie* per week, Until
Industrial Arte has a oora definite routine in all schools, learning
units will continue to -vary as they now do. A sixth grade arithmetle
achievement *• not only used in certain oities and towns, but in
nearly every sixth grade. So too eould the Industrial Arts program
testing be carried out.
The following is a Ust of Learning or. Teaching Units prepared by
a National Coasdttee of the Vocational and Industrial Arts Association
(l,p.tS) for Junior High and High Schools in woodworking.
1. Measure and divide spaces with a rule.
2. Use a pencil or knife in laying out wort
.
3. Use the dividers or coapaas for laying out curves and dividing
4. "iauge with a sarking gauge or a pencil.
6. Use a tray square for laying out square cuts and for testing.
6. Adjust a plane.
7. Plane a surface true.
$• Piano and grain.
9* Square up a board.
10. lay out pattern on stock.
11. Saw to a lino.
12. Use a coping saw for inside or outside curves.
13. Finish outside curves.
14. Finish inside curves.
15. Drill holes in wood.
IS. Countersink holes.
17* Trim with a chitel.
18* Ose sandpaper properly*
19. Futm with screws.
20. Drive end drew nails.
21. Set e nail or bred.
22. nse a scraper.
S3. Bore holes with en eu^wr-blt.
24* Use a T-bevel.
26* Lay out and plane a chamfer.
26. Put on cupboard looks.
27. Put on hinges.
28. Apply stain.
29* Clean and care for *tain-brushes,
90. Apply stain for two-tone offset.
He Apply fillers*
32. Apply shellac
•
35. Clean and care for snellac-brashee.
34. Apply wax.
35. Apply Tarnish.
36. Clean and oare for Tarnish-brushes.
37. Apply enanel*
36. Clean and oare for eneael-brushes.
39. Apply lacquer.
40. Clean and care for laoquer*brushes.
41* Transfer designs.
42. lay out irregular designs by asena of souaros.
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41• Prepare glue.
44* Glue up work.
48* Qw hand tems and olanps.
46* Use a spoke-shave.
47* Lay out duplioate parts.
4a. Hake a butt-joint.
48* Maka a notch-joint.
50. Do simple upholstering.
61* Lay out and out a dado-joint*
52* Out a groove or rabbet.
55. Lay out and out a cross-lap joint.
54. Lay out and cut a altar-joint.
55. take a dowel-joint.
56. Lay out and out a blind aortise-and-tenon.
57. Lay out and out a through nortiaa-andVaanon joint.
58. Construct a panel.
59. Lay out and cut a housed-joint.
60. Bake an edge-to-edge glue joint.
61. Eake a drawer-slide.
68. Make and fit a drawer.
65. Fasten an a table top.
64. Sharpen edged tools, suoh as knife, chisel, and plans*
65* Sharpen a screw-driver.
66. Sharpen a scraper.
67. Sharpen aufear-blts.
Ie« '>. V)a i v. MMfe
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69* Reed a workinp-drewlng*
70. Make out a bill of material.
71* Use a baok-sew.
72. 'Jso a turning-saw,
79* Sound edges.
74. Use brad-awl for making holes for screws or nails*
76* Triai or pare with a chisel.
78. Use a gauge for gauge work*
77. Use a wood rasp for shaping ends* edges, and curves.
78. Lay out an octagon.
79* Lay out a hexagon*
80* Lay out an ellipse.
81. Prepare glue.
82. aive a fumed-oak finish*
83. Apply inlay.
84. fasten with la -screws or bolts.
85* Cut an edge mold.
86. Keep tools free from rust*
87* Set and use an expansive-bit*
88* Use a Forstner bit*
when the author first thought of oonatruotinn a test in woodwork a
survey was made sjneng the large cities and towns in New England as to
what learning units were most important to teachers and supervisors in
the seventh, eighth and ninth grade. The following is a liet of those
learning units which were considered to be most important i
1. Sharpen plane iron and other cutting tools using outting wheel
and •harpening »ton*0 #
2. Set up end operate jack plane, smooth piano, and block plane*
S* Set and use Barking gauge*
4. Square a board of soft wood to three dissensions according to
standard procedure*
5* Insert blade In coping saw and use It properly*
6* Use sandpaper correctly, with block for wood, and without block
for finishes*
7* Use haunter correctly for driving and pulling nails*
8* Bore for sorows, and drive with ocmmon screw driver*
9* Apply stain, shellac, paint, and finishing wax*
10* Set and use the bevel*
11* Test with try-square for straightnees and squareness*
12* Use crosscut sawj general use, and in alitor box*
IS* Use rip sswt ripping an vise, and on horse,
14* use of baeksssr for fine cutting*
15* use auger bit properly*
16* Jse chisel for paring on curved and straight surfaces*
17* Make a structure with a curved edge, using compass saw, ohissl,
spokeshave, and file*
18* Jse knife for marking across grain with squars*
19* Adjust hand screws*
20* Construct butt joint, miter joint, and dado joint*
21* Constrict and use gauges for boring to depth*
22* Make a glued-edge joint, (as in a table top), with or without
dowels*
23* Fit a small door, attach surface hinges, fit looks*
12-
24* Om nail set for setting nails.
25, Use ruler for accurate measuring on wood.
26. Make and use wooden ©iter box.
Accepted Alas
The purpose In general education is to provide experiences which
will develop the individual into a useful, happy, and successful
eitisen. It is the function of the industrial arts work to supplement
and aid general education in the realisation of its alias, by providing
experiences which will fit the individual through his knowledge, skills,
attitudes, *nd accomplishments to be more useful as s producer, more
appreciative and happier as a consumer, and more valuable as a eitisen.
A study of the manual arts program of the Junior High School reveals
a number of very general and specific aims. The following aims seem to
be quite commonly accepted
s
1. To give opportunities for satisfying the desire to do things with
tools and materials.
2. To afford opportunities for exploring or trying out & variety of
occupational fields through actual participation in the work
represented by these fields as a means of discovering occupational
aptitudes.
3. To give experience with common tools and materials that will be
generally useful to boys (handyman abilities).
4. To furnish a body of technical knowledge concerning Industrial
work and materials used in industry.
6. To lay a basis for intelligent selection end the use of indus-
trial products from ti» standpoints of ntnesa and construe*
tlon.
6. To develop en appreciation for the work of sen who labor in the
industrial world, and a wholesome attitude toward their tasks.
7. To present a field of possibilities for worth-while leisure tins
pursuits,
8. To widen the students' knowledge of occupations through auxiliary
studies and related infematlon.
9. To develop an appreciation for economic relationships In industry
and business through special study and productive experience.
10* To prolong the educational life of certain students who are
encouraged by these special activities to retain in school
(vitalising the educational progress)*
11* To give vocational or semi-vocational training to a limited group
in order to meet the needs of those who will leave school at en
early age*
gVAUIa/FlOH OF GBHB3&L ACHIKTOBBTS TESTS
rasaytypc Test
The familiar discussion or essay-type examination has long been the
principle reliance of the teacher in evaluating pupil accomplishment.
It was probably the most frequently employed examination at one time,
but now this dominance in our educational field shows signs of breaking
away oomolctely* It is sufficient to point out that the essay
sacaminetlen suffers from one major dsfeet not inherent in ths standsrd-
lsed tost or tho newer objective examination. Hueh (6,p.20) says
"Experience and experiment have shown that ths results of an assay
examination cannot be evaluated fairly by human minds". It is safe to
say that Its inaccuracies are those of the human mind and those of
human prejudices* It seems that such examinations cannot be freed free
the personal equation.
To be taken at face value, any examination result oust meet many
stringent criteria, and one of these is that It must be a measure of
the pupil, not the class, and net the school system. So due to these
many disadvantages of the essay-type examination a change cams*
The change has com about as a result of a general tandeney to make
Education a science — to base educational practice upon the foundation
of carefully determined facts. Loaders in our educational field who
were thinking out educational problems began to question the accuracy
and reliability of teachers* narks and ratings. As shown before in
this paper, the inaccuracy of teachers marks were numberous. So no
wonder that more exact measuring instruments for use in schools were
desirable and necessary* The cossaon objections to the "Bueh* essay-
type are:
1. Subjectivity of scoring lowers the reliability.
2. The sampling must be limited to a smell number of broad questions.
5. The time required to write lengthy answers is excessive.
4. These examinations encourage bluffing*
Qbjootivo Tost
The ebjective or new-type test i» essentially an offspring of tho
atajadardlaed teat without any experimental study and standardisation.
At present there are few teachers who do not admit that the objective
teat ia better aa a measuring device. However, some teachers still fear
that the objective teat ia pedagogically unsound, and that it will tend
to mechanise teaching* As one looks over the field of testing in the
educational program, one can aee a trend toward the use of the objective
teat* The advantages and limitations can be summarised very briefly
by Hitch (7,p.ll2) in the following items*
I* Advantages of objective examinations
1* Objective (freedom from personal opinion) in scoring.
2. Extensive sampling.
S. High reliability per unit of working time*
4* Economy of scoring*
5. Freedom from bluffing*
6* Greater control of the examination system by the teacher.
II. Limitations of objective examinations
t
1. No provision for language training*
2. Open to guessing and ohanoe.
3* Reputed to measure only factual memory.
4* Said to be an unnatural method of using school-aoouircd
information.
5. Test recognition rather than spontaneous recall.
Standard Test
Standardised teats have just completed the flrat quarter century
of th«5jr existence. From a few pioneer attempts by Rioe, Thorndike,
Stone, Curtis, and others In the field of spelling, arithmetic, and
reading, the movement haa grown to auch an extent that today there
are more than fire hundred teat8 publiehed.
The principal aims of the standardised teat may be liated by
Ruoh (8, p.22) aa follows*
1. "They repreaent an attempt to oontrol or standardise the oondi-
tiona of the examination period with respect to directions,
time, allowances, method of reaponding, etc.
2. They are objeotive or impartial. The personal evaluation of
the examiner is minimised or eliminated,
3. They provide norma or atandarda by whioh the scores of indivi-
dual pupils may be evaluated and interpreted in the light of
facts. Such facts are the performances of large number of
supposedly typical pupils on the same tasks.
Lincoln and Workman (4, p. 3-17) mention three distinct characteris-
tics of the standardised teat which makes it differ greatly from the
ordinary teacher-prepared examination. They are: "Scientific Construo-
tiona. Objectivity, and Nonas or Standards", Perhaps it would be well
here to discuss briefly these three characteristics.
1. Scientific Construction* In scientific construction the first
step is to discover the most important parts of phases of the subject.
Not only one book is used for information, but many books are examined.
The maker of a standardised test consults teachers on the subject, and
obtains judgments of interested persons in business* In all, he goes to
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•very available soiree for information to help him decide, exactly what
is Important enough to be plaoed in the teet.
The next step under scientific construction it the preliminary trial
•f the teet. The choice of items and the form In which the Items shall
be arranged cornea next. Many trials of this test are given to the grade
It Is Intended for, and many times It Is given to other groups. After
eaeh trial, changes are made, and often new questions are inserted until
the test is ready for Its final trial.
2. Objectivity.
The corrector* s judgment does not enter into the marking as it does
la the old essay-type examination. Very little writing Is done. The
pupil underlines or encircles a word, places a cross, or in torn other
•aner Indicates the answer to the question. Most standardised tests
can be corrected entirely by the use of stencils or keys which ire the
corroot answer. Anybody can score these tests since no personal evalua-
tion enters.
8. lores.
j*hen the teet is completely finished end In final form. It Is then
given to many children of various grades and ages, so that in the future,
users any know just what score say be expected from the children of each
grade for which the test is intended. The Chapman-Cook Speed of Seeding
Test may be used as an illustration. If a child scores 15, we see from
the table below that his grade status is somewhere between the middle of
grade VII and the middle of grade Till. His exact grade score can be
calculated very easily.
Srade IV V VI VII VII
Paragraphs right 7,6 10.4 12.05 14.5 1G.0
The result is, that any teacher giving a test of this sort can readily
see just where her pupils •tend in reading. Camparisons of this sort
give the teacher each valuable inforssation eeneerning eeeh individual
pupil and the class as a whole.
CONST?* CTIQ3
This test consists of three raajor parts. First, the Porforeenee
Test, with this material the Selection of Tools was also included.
Second, Reading a Prssring and Completion of Views, Third, questions
regarding Finishing were introduced.
Part la Porformance Step
The first part of the test (Part I) consists of nine performance
operations or steps. It is designed to determine how well the individual
can do the fundamental processes involved in woodworking.
Step I is to square a piece of stock, square and straight, 3" wide
8" long.
STEP 1
X
6 //
SQUARE TO SIZE
-19-
tfels operation is the most Important one la woodworking. The five
fundamental processes, or plaining rules, in squaring a pises of wood to
sis© are:
1. Select and plane bast working face straight, and smooth — nark
number 1 (omitted in this test).
2* Select and plans best edge straight and square with number 1, nark
number 2.
5. Cut end square with number 2, mark number S.
4. Gauge to the desired width from number 2, plane straight and
square, mark number 4*
5. Cut square and straight to length, measuring from £8, sarfc number 5*
"Planing Rules'1 , which is the name so often used, are to wood working
as computation tables are to arithmetic* It must be mads clear why the
first stsp of the Planing ftales was omitted. The first rile is to plane
the working face straight and mark number 1. In most Junior High Schools
this step is left out due to two reasons i first, time in Junior High
Schools is limited — too few periods per week are devoted to this work,
so, with this in mind, most instructors furnish lumber that is already
planed straight and thus present it to the pupils t second, the aim of
Industrial Arts is not a vocational ones therefore, the above mentioned
step is not too important at this stags.
The remainder of the eight performance steps haws been arranged
according to difficulty. The nine steps may be found en pages 23-24.
This material was used as a preliminary collection of data in standardis-
ing the author* s test.
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STEP 3
CUT CORNER OFF
In looking at Step S one can see that it le mob easier and is more
sensible to do Step 3 above, before performing Step 4 because the corner
being out off would stake it diffic It to measure in Step 3.
STEP 4
rT~~l 1
SAW ON LINE
This procedure is carried out in all woodworking courses that
promote the idea of "Analysis of the Project Method" • The project
method of instruction is undoubtedly the best single educational
«1-
deviee now available for the development of those qualities which jasni-
feet themselves in problea solving. "Project', aa a torn for * typo of
educational procedure, was first used la agricultural education. It
was borrowed free the fields of science and mnual arts* Laubaek
U.p.SO) writes, *Hm si^ht define project aa aa intellectual!sed whole-
hearted, purpose
f
ul unit of activity to completion is a social
•ovirenosot or natural sotting." This procedure was ueod in sotting up
each eta?, keeping in Bind interest, and difficulty*
Section of Tools — Part IB
The ftnonrt part of Part I oonsists of nine multiple choice Questions
p«23- 24 involving proper selection of tools in the performram of the
Oforatlons*
The slegsn* *Learn by Doing* lo not the only moons of measuring
prorrcss in the field of Industrial A**ta. the "why*, end the "how"
of doing a >b also com under the heading of technical and related
inforsation* The proper selection of tools to perform thooo operations
is as important as carrying eat those skill*. So in this part of the
tost the examiner wishes to knew chat tools core used to porfera the
operations* It is scot important to develop efficiency in performing
these skills with proper training in the correct uco of tools*
Loohanloal ^rowing — Hrt IT
This pert of the test consists of an incomplete dressing of a simple
mood block, and teste the pupil's basic understanding of o drawing as to
placement of views, and the ability to complete a third view. Above
the drawing are eight blanks, to be filled in by the pupil, and whieh
can be filled in correetly only aa the pupil is able to read correctly
the drawing. This part of the test can be found on page 25
The purpose of this part of the test is to determine the ability
to obtain measurements free a working drawing, and to test the ability
of elementary meehanioal drawing as to views and placements.
Mechanical drawing involves relatively few manipulative skills, but
a high degree of efficiency is required so that the drawing say be read
with ease and present a good appearance. One may be able to read a
drawing accurately, or he may be able to solve a problem of representa-
tion so aa to give a mechanic a clear and accurate idea of what is
required, end yet he may have comparatively little manipulative skill.
In most Industrial Art Shops , the individual is given a working
drawing, or else a sketch of one is drawn on the blackboard from which
the student obtain* his directions and sizes.
In as much as the reading of a drawing and the placement of views
is so closely related to woodworking, the author thought it most
advisable to measure that knowledge whieh students directly and indi-
rectly acquire. This part of the test may be found on page 25
Finishing —» Fart II
Special oare should always be used in preparing wood for finishing.
This is particularly important when the natural beauty of wood is to be
brought out. Too often a well constructed piece of wood is poorly
sal. Ma la Um Mat wmmm ft»H «f Mw laala a* iMsm**, m
2*-
Pl>g— 1 m& t tf IndattrUl Art* A»hlmnwfc T»t
"art 1 HOW #AR CAN TOU GO?
TOHKJHG l)I'R^CTIO¥S: Do each of the following steps in order indicated. After each
.-tep is completed chec£ the names of the tools you had to use, under each step.
Do nothing bto&qX. -what rott--*u-e toJji -to -do . In no case use sandpaper.
STFP 1 STEP 2
9"
SQUAT? K TO SIM
->1
1
5-
ro
>-'
SAVf ON LINE
j.st STEP
Pencil
lurking guage
jack plane
Try sauare
Block plane
luler
Combination souare
Witre box
Smooth plane
"Rip saw
Cross cut saw
Back saw
an a -S.TJBP.
Rip saw
Combination square
Pencil
Marking guage
Buler
Cross cut saw
Back saw
Try square
STEP ,2 -
1
i
—,
• K
Ki
A.
i
SAW ON LINK
STSP 4
:- *" ^
CUT CORNETl OFF (save)
Cross cut saw
Pencil
Rip saw
Back saw
Combination square
Cooking saw
4t^ RTm>
Pencil
Combination square
Back saw
Jack plane
Crosscut saw
Ruler
Suoke shave
Tile
Go on to the next oa^e
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Bth STEP
Jit brace Handdrill
2 in, Mt
Combination square
Pencil
Ruler
i in. drill
6th STEP
Pencil Spoke shave
Compass Block plane
File
Cooping saw
Bao^ saw
Combination square
STJSP 7
DRILL & COUNTERSINK
TOR #8 SCREff
T
STjSP 8
CHAMf
7th STEP
Hand drill
3/16" drill
Bit brace
Counter sink
Combination equare
Try square
Pencil
Ruler
Time saver
3/16" bit
Screw driver bit
Nail set
8th STBP
Jur>. plane
Marking guage
Smooth olane
Panel]
Try souare
9th STSP
BEAD AJTD SET
Use piece from Step 4
Hammer
- Brad - Brad awl - mils -
Ruler
Steel square
Score
Ruler - Mallet - Mail set
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Part II 3. I
Directions: ^eiow you will see a drawing of a block. Yop are to do three things..
First* Pill in the answers in the parenthesis regarding the size of the block.
Second: Wll in th^ aam^s- of thaviews not labeled. Third: Complete the end view
( ) Length of block ?
( ) Thickness of block ?
( ) Mortise is how wide ?
( ) Depth of the groove ?
( ) Width of block ?
( ) Mortise is how long T
( ) The radius of the arc ?
( ) Width of the groove ?
f
—=*
T* 1
1
1
—H
i
i
•
1
n—1 i— -
i
i
.
1
1
' !'
... 1 . i 1
VIEW
*
VIEW ETCD VI EAT
Go on to the next page
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rule, seem to think the principal basis for & Sood product is costly
limber, and that the piece is finished they have completed the
constriction of it. With this in mind, they often spend a great deal
of tine Baking the project and carelessly hurrying ever the finishing
process.
Part III consists of questions to test the students* ability in the
proper use of stain, varnish, shellac, and paint — also the prepsr nee
of sandpaper, and the proper methods of brush cleanliness.
The time factor influences the grade of work that is dene in Junior
High School. The art of finishing require* much time end patience. So,
in testing the students' ability in finishing, the most elementary funda-
mentals vers kept in mind. The individuals' ability and the type of
project selected, determines the kind of finish that is required. Most
of the technical information is taught individually because the pupils
finish their projects at various intervals. This makes the subject
matter of finishing a difficult one to measure. However, the main
principals of finishing mere carried out in question form. The test of
manipulative skill in the application of paint, stain, etc., In a test
form would be endless* These questions are found on pages 27 and 28
H Score:
Fini chijig Test
Directions: Flace a circle around the correct answer.
1. Is No. 1 sandpaper coarser than No. hi
,yes ]
Will stain penetrate the glue that has teen left on the
wood surface?. Yes ]
3. Are surfaces sometimes sponged with water "before stein is
applied? Yes j
Does stain tend to "bring out" the grain of the wood? Yes ]
5. Is it "best to try the stain on a piece of waste stock "before
applying it to the project to he finished? Yes ]
6. Should stain he applied in long strips rather than short
wide ones?
m .Yes
7. Is it necessary to remove the surplus oil stain after it
has "been applied?
, Yes
8. Is one hour sufficient time to allow oil stain to dry? Yes
9. Does white shellac give a clearer finish than orange
shellac? Yes
1C. Can alcohol Ye used as a thinner for stain? Yes
11. Wnen dipping the "brush into the shellac container, should
only the ends of the "bristles be covered? Yes
12. %iould shellac be applied quickly and excessive brushing
be avoided? Yes
13. Is it possible to brush varnish longer than shellac when
applying it? Yes
lU. Are short strokes with the brush better than long ones
when applying varnish? Yes
15. Will oily rags catch fire if a flajne is kept away from them?Yes
DIRECTIONS: In the parenthesis, place the number of the work or
phrase that gives the correct answer.
1. Wax is generally applied with: (l) a brush. (2) A cloth.
(3) An air brush " (
2. How many coats of shellac are generally necessary for a shellac and
finish? (l) One, (2) Five. (3) Three. <
Go on to the next page
fegt • «f IafeurtrUl Art* AehlcvvMRft 7*tt
ft« When applying the following fi„4 .v,
7
- STiiiis: Visors"*
^
(
i
2
" ^ been USed in ArtU. should bo cleaned
3- The material used as a polish for a shellac finish is
"
011y rs« s should he kept in a
5. -'hioh stein is best to use for refinishing old furniture,
6. Before applying paint to metal, Aat is required first?
7. "hen paint is thick, what should bo used to make it thin?
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COLLECTION OF PHELXKIHAHY DATA
Test Administered First Time
The Industrial Art. Test was given first to 266 boys of tho seventh
eighth, end ninth grades in the Junior High Schools of Holyoke, Hartford,
end Hew Britain, in May 1956. The purpose of giving the test was to
find material that might be organised for the constriction of an
achievement test. The unit of shopwork selected was woodworking. The
reason for this choice was that meet schools offered woodworking in their
ourrieulum.
The first form consisted of nine performance operations and the proper
•election of tools.
Working in conjunction with Ur# Walter ^oAndrews of Hartford,
Connecticut, the author set out to find what learning units should be
included in this test. A survey among the Industrial Arts Teachers
Courses of Study in Hew England was wade. From this report it was found
that in Junior High Schools, the greater percentage cheeked the nine
operations that are now being used in the final for*.
The material in this test is based wholly on representative courses
of study, special references, and books on trade analysis. As a result
of this study, the significant oommon material taught in woodworking
classes throughout the East and other parts of the country was discovered
and this material formed the basis of the content for the constriction
of this test*
The author is sorry to say that the material of this survey in
New England is not at hand. At that time the author did not contemplate
a thesis for -radiate work.
30-
The perfoniMf test was given by the shop teachers under the
supervision of Er* MoAndrews and the writer end later scored and checked
by them*
Results
The results of this test are given In Table I (p.31) . It shows the
median scores for the two parts of the test, and also the grade and
number participating with their high and low scores*
Each step was rated from one to five using the percentage range* The
following suggestions were made after the test was completed*
1* Taei w is no doiht that some errors were made, but if there were any,
they will be found in Steps 2, 3, and 4. This was due to the difficulty
in scoring these steps. It was much easier to separate the low scores
from the high*
2* One difficulty that can be corrected easily is to secure the stock
out to proper sise, and deliver this to all schools participating in the
test* Pine or whltewood was suggested for the test, but some of the
whitewood appeared to be too hard in comparison to the pine which was
used in most oases*
3. The number of pupils in rede nine who completed the nine steps
was greater than the number in either the seventh or eighth grades*
This was expected due to the additional periods the ninth rrade
students had had in woodworking.
4* The list of tools was not quite satisfactory, and the finding
might be improved if the method of checking were ohanged.
5# From the number participating (see Table I) it can bs seen that
TABUS I
TOTAL RESULTS OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS ACHIEVEMENT TEST
This table shows the grades and number of pupils with their median
scores of the performance steps | median scores for the selection of
tools s and the median time for each step.
GRADE
NO. BOYS
PASTIC IPATHS
(MUM! NINE STEPS
COMPLETING KBDIAK HIGH LOW
HIKE STEPS SCOm SCORE SC03E
TOOLS
KDIAfl SCOBS
25
PERCENTILE
• m 41 26 99 4 18.5 8.5
• 96 It 16.5 88 6 18.5 8.8
T 72 0 14*6 22 6 18.5 6.8
266 57
Time for each step
STEP MEDIAN TUB 28 PERCENTILE 1 .
12.7 9.2 208
5.5 8.7 210
4.5 3.1 201
5.4 8.6 199
6*5 4.5 126
4.0 8.5 90
8.0 2.8 Go
8 2.9 1.0 58
9 8.9 2*5 50
Total
tine 48.4
a change should be trade In any future test of this nature. Eaeh step
should be graded la the order of difficulty with the exception of the
first which would necessarily have to come first. It might be advisable
to reduce the time allowed for the first step to ten minutes. The total
median time required for the nine steps Is 48.4 minutes.
Allowing bat ten minutes for the first step would chance the total
time to 45.7 minutes whieh is nearer the length of eaeh shop period.
It was reasonable to say at the time* that the results obtained were
satisfactory. The test as it was administered in the preliminary try out
is given on pages 33-34.
Revised Edition
The test was administered the second time in April* 1937, by the
author. It was given to 430 boys in the Junior High Schools of Holyoke,
West Springfield, and Hartford.
In looking at the revised performance steps a change was made in the
arrangement of Steps 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8. These steps were rearranged as
compared with the first test. The revised test shows the evaluation of
each step regarding its difficulty and ease of performance. The seme
procedure was followed In the second test using the same dimensions and
operations page 35.
The median time required by Test I was 48*4 minutes. The alloted
time for Test IX was 45 minutes* This was exactly erne shop period, and
found to be sufficient even for the fast student. The checking of time
for eaeh step was eliminated the second time.
The checking of tools was so altered that It was not necessary for the

Test Used for the Selection of Tools in
Performing the Sine Stops
Directions* WHITE THE NUMBER Of THOSE TOOLS USED IK EACH STEP
1st Stop 2nd Sfp 3rd Step
1 • Bit
2. Chisel (Staple — Zl)
3. BMk saw
4. Bit brace
6* Compass
6* Brad awl
7* Coping saw
8. nwir
9, Countersink 4th Step Sth Step eth Step
10. Cross out saw
11. Hand drill
12. ^arkiaK u-auge
13. Mitre box
14. Hip seer
15. Rule
16. Hail set
17. Drill
18* Jack plane
19. Vise 7th Step et^Hbe^ 9th Step
20. Try-square
21* Pencil
22. Combination square
23. File
24* Smooth plane
25. Steel square
26. Key hold saw
28. Ball pein hewer
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TKS? FOR THK St;L,CfIOfi Ot TOOLS
pxoscnoisi
Underline the Names of those tools used in each Step
1st Step 2nd Step 3rd Stop
Pencil
Marking guage
Jack plane
Try square
Block plane
Mitre box
Ruler
Combination square
Smooth plane
Rip saw
kth Step
Pencil
Combination square
Back saw
Jack plane
Cross cut saw
Ruler
7th Step
Hand drill
3/l6" drill
Bit brace
Counter sink
Comb ination square
Pencil
Ruler
Time saver
3/16" bit
Screw driver bit
Rip saw
Combination square
Pencil
Marking guage
Ruler
Cross cut saw
Back saw
Cross cut saw
Pencil
Rip saw
Back saw
Combination square
Cooping saw
Ruler
3th Step 6th Step
Bit brace
\ in. bit
Combination square
Pencil
Ruler
\ in. drill
Pencil
Compass
File
Cooping saw
Back saw
Combinat ion square
gth Step
Hammer
Brad awl
Brads
Nail set
Nails
Ruler
Mallet
9th Step
Jack plane
Marking guage
Smooth plane
Pencil
Try square
Ruler
Steel square
-37-
pupil to do any writing. This laethod. page36, saved much time, allowing
the pupil to spend more time on tho performance step*.
Ac stated earlier in this paper regarding the value of mechanical
drawing *e compared with woodwork, a preliminary test was carried out on
60 pupils of Junior High Schools. She results of this test were satis-
factory as a whole. However, in Section I, question 3, "aortise is how
wide?" and question 6. "Mortise is how long?" were changed as the drawing
indicates.
The sise of the mortise was indicated on the drawing. Figure I. thus
smiting the scores of seventh grade pupils as high as the ninth grade
pupils who had three to four times sore years' experience. It was too
easy, so the author designated the dimensions so that the student had to
figure out the sise of the mortise by arithmetic, Figure II,
i
—J
tr
T
FIGURE I FIGURE II
a
Section II was too difficult for all pupils* all invisible lines of
the top view were eliminated, thus leaving only the placement of views
a
and the completion of the end view* page 38.
Results
Table II gives the result of the revised test which was administered
-38-
ijrav/iix',; Test
**""
—
M
W^W «V««fM»
section 1
«nsv/er the following questions in the parenthesis regardingthe size of the block from the drawing below.
( > Length of block ?
( ) Thickness of block ?
) Uortise is how wide V
) Depth of the groove V(
( ) ,/idth of block ?
( ) Mortise is how lon^ V
( ) The radius of the arc ?
) V/idth of the groove ?
Section 11
.
Name the views under these directions by underlining the
right one. Jome lines are omitted in the drawing—be sure to
draw thera in.
Tliis is the
Some lines
are
omitted
Top Pron-
j,
End View
This is the Front View
Some lines are
omitted
J
bom® Ifcnas
are
omitted
Top Front Knd View
-39-
TABLE II
This table *bom the number and grades of pupil, with their medianscores of the perferrnance steps, medien score* on the Drawing Test andmedian soores of the Selecting of Tools,
Block Scores
Grade
. Bofco. ys
iurtioipating
Completing
Nine Steps
wine Cteps
Median High
Score Soore
Low
Soore
9 95 SI 24.6 44 •
8 218 12 17.4 94 3
7 119 1 18,9 SO 4
Total 4S0 44
1
Drawing Te
Grade section I
St
Section II Total on Drawing
Toola
Median on Tools
1
Total
9 6.3 6.4 11,8 15.6 26.9
1 6.2 3.6 8.7 12.8 21.2
7 5.1 8.2 9.4 14.8 23.2
Number of Steps Completed by 480 Students
Steps
a
Student HQ 334 HI HI 281 HI 108 58 4*
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th© second time. In checking the results, many faults we found again
although many rood improvements appeared over the first test. Here U a
summary of the results a
1. The teat eaa better controlled the second tine by cutting all the
blocks Sj* x 9" before passing them to the students.
2. The difference of scores between the seventh and eighth grades on
the drawing test seems reasonable, as both loser grades have little or no
mechanical drawing*
3. The tool list was not satisfactory, and the findings wight be
greatly improved if the arrangement of the tool list were altered. If
below each step the list of tools were ee arranged that by cheeking only
the oorreet tool, much time would be saved by their not having to turn
the pages. Many went on with the nine steps not realising that the
tools which were found en the next page had to be checked.
4. Another important Item that may be added to save time and confusion,
is the writing of the words: grade, school and previous experience on the
first sheet. This would be filled out first before the test began.
6. In grading such a test to make it more valid, each group should be
rated according to the number of hours each boy had had previously in
shop work. Hany schools have only one period a week, so it is not fair
to compare them with other schools who have two end three periods a
week* The test which was administered the second time is found on
pages 35-36.
In looking over the results frcm the test which was administered the
second time, Mr. Purvis suggested that this aaterial be carried on
further for a thesis. In as much as this particular field has not been
41
•xplorod to any Sreat extent 1 decided to carry en this study of testing
In tli« Junior High Schools.
FPUSKINS
To complete a wider range In the subject of woodwork, Dr. fteet
suggested that In adding a finishing teat, a more complete unit of
woodwork would be covered in the Junior High School.
Part III was divided into three sections; first, this section con-
sisted of fifteen true and false questions. Those questions covered
the fundamental material that all seventh grades require in the use of
sandpaper, stain, and shellac 3 second, a group of seven multiple choice
Questions was made regarding the application of shellac, varnish, and
staini third, seven completion type questions which covered material
that was more advanced particularly for ninth grade pupils.
The value of finishing as stated earlier in this paper is as
important as making the individual project. Finishing has its place in
the Junior High Schools as well as other shop work. In a course of
Industrial Arts, finishing is not treated as a separate unit of wood-
working. When the instructor evaluates the project, the evaluation Is
based on the finished work. The questions on Fart I IIarc found on page*
42 and 43.
-42-
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Part m • ' u Score:
Finishing; Test
Directions: Place a circle around the correct answer.
1. Is No. 1 sandpaper coarser than No. •§? Yes No
2. Will stain penetrate the glue that has teen left on the 1
wood surface?. yes n0
3. Are surfaces sometimes sponged with water before stain is
applied? Yes N0
h. Does stain tend to "bring out" the grain of the wood? Yes No
5. Is it best to try the stain on a piece of waste stock before
applying it to the project to be finished? Yes No
6. Should stain be applied in long strips rather than short
wide ones? Yes No
7. Is it necessary to remove the surplus oil stain after it
has been applied? Yes No
8. Is one hour sufficient time to allow oil stain to dry? Yes No
9. D0 es white shellac give a clearer finish than orange
shellac? Yes No
1C o Can alcohol be used as a thinner for stain? . Yes No
11. Wnen dipping the brush into the shellac container, should
only the ends of the bristles be covered? Yes No
12. Should shellac be applied quickly and excessive brushing
be avM.de d? Yes No
13. Is it possible to brush varnish longer than shellac when
applying it? Y©s No
lU. Are short strokes with the brush better than long ones
when applying varnish? Yes ^°
15, Will oily ra,gs catch fire if a flame is kept away from them?Yes No
DIRECTIONS: In the parenthesis, place tha number of the work or
phrase that gives the correct answer,
1, Waoc is generally applied with: (l) a brusa. (2)
A cloth.
(3) An air brush • • • - ^ '
2. How many coats of shellac are generally accessary for a shellac and
wax
finish? (1) One, (2) Five. (3) Throe, * '
Go on tc the next page
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6« %en applying the following finish to »
™£?^vstere at the rieht - «**• * *•—
«
2. Brushes which have been u-serf ,k„„ ,
with 4 ln Celiac should be cleaned
3. The material used as a pellsh for a shellac finish is
h. Oily rag, should be kept in a
5. *hich stain is best to use for reflnishing old furniture?
6. Before applying paint to metal, what is roared first?
7. '"hen paint is thick, what should bo used to make it thin?
-"4-
DIHSCTIOHS FOB AOt&IMISTERI HH, THE TSST
1. The test should bs oonduoted In such a manner that the pupils ecumot
observe and copy each others work* Sever assign more than one pupil to
a bench* One examiner cannot successfully handle more than 20 pupils*
2. All tools should be in good condition! those having cutting edges
should be well sharpened* A sufficient number of each of the general
tools should be provided so the pupils may work without being delayed
because of the lack of tool;). Hm reqiipo/i stool' s : -o - Id SC. m the
benohes before the pupils come in the shop*
5* Sise of block 3|" x 9" use whltewood or white pine only* The
instructor should rip this stock on the machine so no one pupil will
have more to plane than another*
4* Distribute the folders with the instructions that nothing be done
to them until the examiner give* the signal* Do not spend tine, however,
in attempting to get the correct Information in the blank following the
question: "Number of hours you have taken woodwork?" The instructor can
give this information to the pupils thus saving time and errors*
6* Instruct the pupil to fill in all blanks* After the blanks have been
filled in, say to the pupils, "As I read the general directions orally
you follow silently." General Direotionei Do each of the following steps
in the order indicated* After each step is completed check the names of
the tools you had to use under each step. Do nothing exoeot what you
are told to do. In no oase use sandpaper.
Working Directions x
Do nothing except what you are told to do.
1. Square to sise - 5" x 8".
2. Saw oil lis*
8. Saw on Hue
4. Cut corner off (save)
5. Bore hole thru m l/2n hole
6* Cut round - \$f radius
7. Drill and countersink for #6 eorew.
8. Chamfer - l/*w
9. Brad and set (un piece from Step 4)
Then say to the pupils, "Open the booklet to the firet page. Continue
to follow me aa I read each operation." The examiner should read the
directions of each step and state clearly that after each step the tools
must be checked that were used in the operation. The examiner should
hare a block, hold it up before the class anC indicate on this block
exactly where the pupil is to perform the several operations. Use a
bloek similar to what the pupil has on his bench. The time for Part I
is 46 minutes.
6. Before eaeh bloek is handed in have the pupil fill in the lnformatiea
an the gum paper and stlek this to the block.
7. Time for Part II Is 12 minutes. Head the directions first and then
instruct the pupil to go ahead. At the end of that time, say, "Pencils
down time Is up."
8. Time for Part III is 15 minutes. Head the instructions to the pupils
and instruct them to *o on after eaeh set of questions are answered.
Read carefully the directions, at the end of the IS minutes say to the
pupils, "Time is up, hand your booklets in." The examiner should be sure
-4S-
to tell the pupil not to gemma on any of the questions in Part HI.
9. Answer such questions as may arise on the working directions by merely
rereading the directions at the point where the question arises* Ho
further explanation should be given. After you hare answered the
questions, say to the pupils, "You way now begin to work.
10. As the boys select the general tools for use, see that the tools
are returned to the rack and not passed from pupil to pupil. Pupils
should be required to select their own auger bits and to set their own
dividers before using*
11. Give no help to the boy while he is doing the test.
12. Check each test block and paper as it is handed in to see that all
the Information is listed.
DI& CTIOHS PQg SCO JliQ BLOCK
The materials needed for scoring are a set of sooring tools, the
scale for assigning credits, and a record sheet. The tools are listed
below. The scale can be found on page 47 . The following set is
recommended because the tools are handier to use and the sooring can be
done more rapidly. At first glance, it nay seem that the scoring of
block is a very lengthly process. This however, is not the case.
the scorer has made himself familiar with the scheme for scoring
and has scored two or three units of work, the scoring will proceed
quite rapidly.
Tools needed for scoring.
1. 12" combination square
-47
2. 6* steel aoale, graduated in 32nd of an inch.
The scoring scale for the performance test (page 47 ) was baasd
on the difficulty of the operatione. Ac there were cone steps which
required little manipulative skill a low score was given and on the
nore difficult ones a high score was given. The first step of the test,
being the longest
, was given a score value of 40 points, whenever a
deviation of l/32n resulted the score was reduced to 30 points. This
deviation is very small but the pupil doing a perfect piece of work
should receive more credit.
In step nine a soore of four was given because less skill is
required in bradding pieces of wood together.
Likewise in each step the score which deviated bytl/52" or more was
scored accordingly. One My think that such a small deviation was too
high a penalty but to keep high standards in Industrials Arts this is
necessary.
SCALE FOR SCORING BLOCK
Unit of . ork Limits of Deviations Credit Points
1. Width of Block Mo deviation. I
Not greater thant
1/32" 6
2/32M 4
3/32" 2
4/32* 1
Greater than 4/32" 0
2* Edgee • Straightneas and squareness.
Both edges to be rated*
3. Length of Block
4* Bode - Straightness and squareness
Both ends to be rated.
Be light showing.
Hot greater than
1/32" .......
2/32"
8/32"
Greater than 3/32"
llo deviation
Hot greater than
1/32"
2/32''
3/32"
Greater than 3/52"
Be light showing*
i>ot greater than
1/32"
2/32"
Greater than 2/32"
5
I
1
0
4
2
1
0
3
1
0
6. Rip to Line
6. Cross out on Line
straight and elean cut
Bagged cut with correct length
Not greater than
2/32"
.
3/32"
Greater than 3/32"
Straight and elean out
Sagged out with correct length
Not greater than
2/32" ......
S/32 " .»•••*
Greater than 3/32"
6
3
2
1
0
6
3
2
1
0
7. Cut Corner Off
(a) Accuracy as to placement
ko deviation
(b) Squareness
8. Bore Hole Through
(a)Acouracy as to placement
Not greater than
1/32*
2/32"
3/32*
4/52* «••••«
Greater than 4/$Zn
Ho li?:ht showing*
Sot greater than
1/32**
2/52*
$/am ••••••
Greater than 3/32*
So deviation
Mot greater them
i/S2w ••••••
2/32*
3/32-
4/32"
Greater than 4/S2a
6
4
3
1
0
5
3
1
0
I
3
2
1
0
(b) Sise
9. Cut
(a) Accuracy as to
Correct sise
Any variation from this
3
0
(b) Squareness
So deviation.
*c*t "rcafciv Ussl
l/52"
2/32*
3/32"
4/52* ......
Greater than 4/32"
o light showing,
Kot erecter than
Vte*
2/32*
3/32*
Greater than 3/S2*
5
4
I
1
0
5
3
1
0
10* Brill tad Counters!, k.
(a) Accuracy as to placement.
(b) Slee of Drill.
(o) Site of Countersink*
So deviation
~ot greater thaa
VS2!
2/52*' 0090JU
8/S2B ......
Grater than S/it*
Correet sis*
Sot greater than l/l8"
Any deviatiotte from thie
Correet sise
Hot greater than 1/16*
Any deviation free thie
11. Chamfer
(a) SUe
Be deviation
let greater than
1/32*
a/fcr
Greater than S/S2
12. Brad and Sat.
Be deviation
Sot greater than
l/SZm ......
2/52* «•*...
3^^2* • • « a a t»
than 3/32
(b)
Aay depature free thie
Any eplitting of the wood or bead
brade no credit.
-51-
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1* Vfidth
,
........ 9
2* Sdgee.
•••••••••••••••••••••»•«.«.....,.....,....... J4
3. Length,.
........ 7
4. Knde....*..
.
...10
6. Hip...................... 5
6. Croat out 5
7. Cut corner off
...14
8. Bore hole 3
9. Cut round 14
10. Drill and oountereink
, a
11. Chamfer 9
12. Brad and eat. • 9
TOTAL 112
-62
DIRECTIOKS FOR SCORII1G PAPER TEST
U The first part of Part II i. the reading of a drawing. This part
consist, of eight questions. Each question i. given one point. The
number correct oan be placed on the tide of the sheet. The second
part consists of placement of views and the completion of the end view.
The possible score is five (5). thus placing the score on the side of
the sheet. Total both scores and place score on front of the booklet
next to Part II.
2. Part III consists of three different types of questions. First, true
and false questions! check those that are wrong and place that figure
on the side and substract the wrong from the right. Second, check ques-
tions that are right on the second section. The follcwing^Such (10,p.546)
is used in scoring this section.
rang
Right -
(S - 1)
Third,-<\the last section one point is given for each question rifht, also
place this score on the side. Total the scores of the three sections
and place score on page four (4) on top of the sheet where score is
written.
POSSIBLE SCORK FOR PAPER TUST
Part IB — Selection of tools..*.. • 44
Part II — Drawing • IS
Part III - Finishing .28
Total.......86
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P0IKT3 TO BE NOTED IH SCORING
U In case of an edge that is loft unplaced no seoro In given, like-
wise the end*
2. When scoring for correct width the scorer should be cautious to
test both sides.
5. In Step 5 the scorer oust be careful to check the hole bored by
the auger bit to be sure that it has not ripped the other side of the
hole*
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Valldlty of Tost
The Industrial Arts Test was glm te 883 pupils of wmth,
eightk. and ninth gradea of iiolyoke and West Springfield. Waaaachuaetta,
on March 16, 1958. The results of this test are given in Table III
which indicates the scores for each section of the test made by the
pupils. The test was rendered by the shop instructors and later scored
by the writer. All pupils were told that the results had nothing to
do with their marks but were advised to do their best.
Part I-A and Part I-B were first given to the pupils. This part of
the test took 45 minutes. The next day that the pupils came to the
shop they were then given Part II and III.
A sheet of instructions and directions f or administering the test
were given (p. 44 ) to each instructor. The author made several visits
to the schools were the testing was going on to insure that no errors
were made in administering the test*
The Stenquest Mechanical Aptitude Test was given to the same pupils
on April 20, 1988. These tests were also scored by the writer. The
results of this test are also given in Table III* The table indicates
the T scores for all pupils who took the above test*
The record of the last school mark in shop work was obtained from
the office cards of all the 886 pupils who took the test.
The pupils who took the test were divided into five groups. Bach
group was then divided according to the number of minutes they had
had previously in woodworking* The group range* from 1200 minutes to
G0O0 minutes*
3TABL8 (III)
Scores of * 2 rtioUs Taking the Industrial Arts
Test and the Stos.q os lechai.ica! Aptitude
T«st and their last School Mark in Shop ?^ork
P'pila with 1200 minutes of
'*.oo»lv;or<iri •
SiU* 0!
Pupils u
Sections Total
Score
Stenq.
Score
School
.'AarkIB III
1 20 f 6 * i- 57 70
t se- 7 n3 9 51 74 >0
1 ll isb n 11 47 72 u3
4 16 f 9 30 62 75
f M o o 44 66 04
• 40 It 0 6S 70 95
T 26 u 1 42 66 95
(j 19 4 3 37 41 viO
9 25 0 3 A 32 73 90
10 )1 2 2 G 21 57 70
11 30 10 2 3 U 62 95
12 20 1 3 • 24 60 70
15 I 4 • Oil HI
U 16 0 • • 20 62 60
IS 25 10 • • 44 45 90
16 20 6 • t 40 69 05
If 29 0 • i 41 73 90
n 4 0 0 • 4 46 T6
19 16 0 • • 24 57 80
20 20 1 6 4 33 57 75
56
lAi-U- III
o. Of
u 16 II III
Total
Score
Stenq/
Score
School
Hark
21 0 2 * 27 60 67
22 SO 10 7 i 48 61 76
25 Iv- 8 6 11 44 it 86
24 n 6 9 T 49 66 66
it 11 3 IS 64 70 88
26 41 5 6 10 61 65 86
27 26 4 5 I 36 61 80
2^ 13 4 7 14 40 79 70
29 St 0 7 -1
•
44 67 30
SO 37 s 8 11 61 69 78
31 23 9 6 7 46 60 78
32 21 7 6 4 40 71 73
33 13 0 5 •5 la 62 75
34 28 0 9 17 54 58 70
35 It 4 6 f 31 61 76
36 IS 1 3 -6 10 39 50
37 17 • 2 i • 46 73 80
38 20 19 11 • 69 71 90
39 46 11 8 mi 67 54 75
40 22 6 7 10 46 44 78
41 14 4 6 • 29 49 70
42 m • 5 * 42 62 75
43 u 4 4 46 59 70
44 at 14 8 10 61 64 80
46 8 8 2 3 21 65 80
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ta^us in
No* of
1A
Section*
18 II III
46 16 11 8 5
#r 21 S 8 6
it 25 0 8 7
50 22 6 4 10
51 39 9 7 16
52 20 7 9 12
53 22 0 7 10
54 27 10 8 15
55 *° 15 10 13
56 35 11 8 3
57 If f 4 8
58 12 0 6 0
59 32 0 3 3
60 17 2 5 8
61 20 4 4 4
62 22 0 7 10
63 23 0 2 3
64 26 7 7 14
65 16 6 3 8
66 13 5 1 -4
67 27 11 3 t
68
•
12 5 9 -4
m 14 6 5 1
Total Stenq. School
Score Score nrk
to 53 60
40 49 80
40 55 85
42 52 75
71 63 85
48 62 86
39 61 75
60 72 90
o3 77 90
57 67 79
34 67 50
18 62 70
43 64 65
32 55 75
32 58 73
59 85
28 45 73
54 Si 86
33 63 96
17 54 78
43 67 70
32 71 65
26 50 65
58
V L III
Un
'
of Sections Total Stenq. School
^P118 Score Score KarkU IB II III
70 23 15 6 2 5 52 SO
71 15 10 § U 45 66 95
72 51 14 S 9 77 66 90
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Scores of 71 Pupils Takin the Industrial Arts Test
and the Steiiquest keottanieal Aptitude Test
arid their last School Mark in Shop Work
Pupils with 2200 minutes of
•oodworkln
of*
i Is
1*mm
j . no
is* IT t rti A A
Score
0venq«
Score Mark
1 m 18 6 12 49 63 70
2 St ts 9 t as 38 95
S m 19 f • 81 64 95
4 46 14 8 16 83 53 38
5 tf 18 9 * 67 50 80
6 €8 25 10 12 112 74 97
7 Tf ai 6 18 121 66 83
a 42 16 9 8 75 43 63
9 46 14 9 11 60 57 65
10 SI 10 T 4 52 88 60
11 44 17 * f ' 9 77 sa 88
12 12 9 • f S3 54 60
IS 25 10 f • 46 51 78
14 SI 0 i 36 53 83
15 49 0 8 a 66 58 88
16 54 26 10 ii 101 62 95
17 20 IS i z 43 49 65
18 29 17 4 12 63 71 85
u 37 17 a 8 70 61 63
20 M 16 10 5 55 63 as
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TA L I\
plla
1
1
JL II III
Total
Score
Stor.q.
Soore
•
Soho<
Hark
*i r% -
9
,—
-
11 12S 7ft 97
mm 1 u 8 S 8ft 66 87
> iH 56 23 9 ft 96 7ft 90
11 8 48 66 80
25 Mimm 1 1 25 64 60
OU D 5 87 66 89
C
1
of 17 9 ft 68 6ft 83
lu 11 4 t 31 38 75
57 n 9 ft 97 77 93
M 17 7 I 60 6ft 80
OA M 11 7 10 69 78 80
'.> 17 7 10 92 6t 68
Si 5 6 65 7ft 80
J 1M 1 1 61 66 80
I | 17 1 2 67 61 80
3C H 13 6 7 66 60 80
H 6 6 1 63 69 85
OO i nn Id 8 1 75 •ft 85
1
1
5 IS 7 10 w 66 88
m \ 24 6 i -1 31 48 80
1 IfeHH 11 5 -2 56 62 93
42 12 • S -3 19 60 83
43 10 13 5 1 98 51 39
44 39 10 4 9 ft! 46 80
m 30 12 5 4 51 1 91
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, of
111
U IB 21 III
Total
Score
Stenq.
Score
School
Mark
46 i in rr1 —16 %( 9m CJVJ
47 2 10 9 0 49 99 91
48 17 4 • •1 26 62 80
96 86 • 9 T 54 68 94
50 U 11 • 16 4o 69 61
51 85 20 9 19 87 n 100
52 13 9 ft 27 86 80
53 39 12 9 t 67 89 92
64 20 f 9 19 44 99 99
56 14 t • 9 29 49 95
M 24 f 9 i 35 54 60
57 32 9 9 9 45 66 80
58 U 11 9, 9 99 41 80
59 SO 14 9 9 62 66 ao
60 20 • 4 9 m 99 92
61 23 9 9 4 40 49 97
62 15 13 * 9 40 91 91
m 21 4 f 39 44 99 82
64 33 9 9 9 66 99 98
m 24 i 5 9 42 46 80
66 m 9 9 9 96 68 91
67 97 10 9 9 57 47 80
ea 27 • 9 86 60 95
69 • 9 • 6 26 80 80
70 u • 6 -5 22 46 80
71 19 8 3 1 31 64 80
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UBLS V
oooras of bZ >ipiU Tnkl&r the Indaatrtal Arts Teat
and the Stemjueat Eechenical Aptitude Teat
end their laat School Mark in Shop Work
Pttplla with 3200 miwitoa of
Woodworking
0. of
pi la
U IB II IIIAAA
Score
Stenq #
Score
6c ao*
Mark
1 37 16 9 f Q jD
2 35 22
•
1
1
1 r
3 36 15 6 E a i
•a 80
4 26 0 6 g
6 24 1 | 9 Hx * g 1 ii
6 6 a O > S9
7 37 Art Mi 35
8 42 17 4* /&
9 20 14 1 ii n 1
1
10 48 13 6 3 77* * 1
4
11 21 0 5 9 71 75
12 52 0 9 | « 70 75
13 37 21 8 4 TO 73 86
14 45 17 T i T4 69 75
IS 50 19 8 10 o? 65 85
16 35 0 T 19 61 54 6E
17 14 0 9 10 S3 46 80
la
. 36 17 T f m 72 85
19 24 13 f • m 49 78
20 39 12 9 16 63 51 70
63
Ta UE v
Ko. of
'"if v 1©
U
Sections
18 II III
Total
Score
Stenq*
Scor?3
Schoo
Mark
fl 55 0 6 8 67 74 90
22 58 19 7 8 89 72 95
23 28 • 5 11 64 82 96
24 48 17 8 t 70 76 65
25 81 15 7 8 56 74 85
28 17 8 5 11 38 51 75
27 48 10 7 8 70 66 80
22 17 8 11 -1 55 68 70
29 11 12 10 13 46 65 70
20 88 • 8 8 52 57 76
81 54 • 10 10 60 66 78
22 28 8 10 12 59 63 75
S2 22 4 8 0 34 67 76
24 24 15 t 11 88 71 80
28 17 t 8 • 88 55 70
88 50 11 • t 51 52 75
57 «r 19 T 8 78 76 90
28 88 0 § 8 55 75 90
29 50 15 ii 12 88 68 78
40 47 18 § IS 93 71 85
41 47 26 • 1 61 77 90
42 2^ IS Q 3 57 24 90
48 48 8 8 * 60 59 90
44 35 12 • 12 68 71 85
18 88 12 4 7 45 59 82
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TASLS V
, of
U
Sec ions
1? II III
Total
Score
Stenq.
Score
Schoc
46 23 f 3 5 sc; 68 76
47 31 • 5 7 43 78 85
43 22 • 6 t 40 78 90
49 37 15 6 • 68 87 70
50 29 i 7 * 89 73 88
51 29 IS 4 f 68 78 75
52 23 12 8 11 m 49 70
63 19 t 7 • 87 72 78
54 i s 7 12 81 Tl 90
55 38 0 3 • 47 m 75
56 28 • 8 • 86 t© 88
57 47 14 3 16 86 68 95
m 34 0 6 • 49 62 85
59 89 12 8 T 66 88 86
60 25 • 7 • 42 63 75
61 28 • 6 T 46 88 70
62 34 11 9 12 68 88 70
63 40 • 3 • 66 73 75
64 45 18 8 10 81 76 85
65 54 8 • 70 78 80
Sfl 23 • 4 10 37 84 w
67 55 • 7 11 73 58 75
68 37 11 6 S 57 Tt 95
69 26 • 3 • 40 70 80
70 44 23 5 t 72 62 30
71 H 28 7 8 82 81 60
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TA1 L V
o. of
Paoils
72
73
74
75
76
77
76
79
80
n
82
47
37
37
m
CO
35
63
32
31
31
28
Sections
1?:
26
16
25
0
11
13
28
17
16
16
15
II
6
9
6
2
5
4
4
4
4
4
8
ill
11
5
10
5
I
1
5
12
8
8
55
Total
Score
90
67
78
47
80
53
100
49
49
70
Stenq
Score
74
65
52
69
74
74
70
70
95
74
S5
School
Mark
85
30
70
60
80
75
74
95
66
TA liS VI
Sooree of 80 Pupile Taking the Industrial Arts ?e»t
and the Stenquest Mechanical Aptitude Test
and their last School #ark in Shop Work
Pupils with 4500 r in atoe of Woodworking
actions 7otai stenq. So or>l
Score Seor© i£ark
IB II III
1 12 15 6 2** H Ml
2 S3 25 11 M 103 75 Ml
3 34 14 13 -1 60 73 M
4 3o 16 T 11 72 60WW
5 32 18 • 8 64 61 80
6 33 -2 6 10 47 67 60
7 19 11 4 4 49 11
8 27 12 10 9 88 61* 85
9 37 11 • 6 58 65 80
10 32 0 8 4 39 44 91
* *11 So 3 0 14 52 JMM88 85
12 42 12 10 • 72 58 92
13 39 24 t • 74 64 92
14 48 14 • 6 76 67 98
IS 40 11 • t 59 42 80
16 86 10 8 « 77 66 91
17 36 17 11 T 71 61 91
18 23 0 8 4 32 66 80
19 36 14 8 I 66 66 n
20 17 6 8 % 35 52 80
o. of
Ptfpils
1A
67
C&BiS ?I
So. of
PUpila
1
tactions
IB
Total
Score
Stouq.
Score
School
ark
21
22
2S
24
26
27
SO
31
S3
34
55
36
37
33
40
41
42
43
M
45
3s
42
40
39
26
2a
20
32
12
36
40
33
42
65
39
40
35
55
68
60
42
4d
9
18
6
0
15
13
14
12
15
3
16
15
14
24
26
18
17
17
17
H
22
26
18
18
13
10
1
10
9
11
12
7
13
6
10
12
1
5
15
3
11
0
i
7
2
5
14
4
11
2
8
11
12
7
16
12
6
7
1
70
76
56
65
74
46
56
39
59
S3
61
64
61
74
83
93
70
79
74
m
117
110
68
86
60
71
78
72
€6
5S
52
65
54
tl
53
63
61
52
53
m
75
57
76
76
72
72
75
78
60
91
80
92
80
78
35
78
70
83
75
78
68
96
78
100
92
100
95
32
100
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fifii. ; vi
Ho, of
Puplla
46
47
M
49
50
51
52
ftl
M
55
56
57
59
60
61
62
GS
64
66
66
67
U
56
45
72
m
42
23
5D
r>4
57
24
42
20
30
54
35
57
45
24
71
69
Sectloam
IB
10
9
19
11
7
2
30
u
21
2-'i
21
19
15
17
26
20
2
8
19
0
14
24
20
II
10
7
12
8
7
8
III
Total
Scoro
School
Mark
0 58\^ Jar 71 It J
15 70 69 m m
10 97 65
9 73 53 92
13 128• fl UA
16 61 KB
3 83 6S 80
3 81 //!» ... AO
10 51
97 77 r\
1 73 69 80
5 M 70 90
8 89 75 ;'-0p v.*
-1 §o 60 II
5 72 72 80
8 61 73 60
7 62 65 90
6 96 74 65
7 69 67 70
5 87 77 90
-4 4T 71 60
6 54 66 90
1 103 69 89
6 112 66 90
69
TAB1£ VI
Ko, of Sections Total Stenq. School
lis
U 18 IX III
Seore Seoro Mark
70 30 4 7 10 51 63 50
71 48 18 5 s 7X 88 75
72 84 19 8 8 68 87 68
73 35 18 6 T 68 68 60
74 SO 6 4 i 43 76 b5
75 24 16 4 T 51 63 90
76 65 24 • • 106 78 00
77 67 27 8 S 105 68 65
78 77 34 § • 123 77 95
79 58 31 • • 102 66 06
80 42 25 • • 73 70
66
70
TA. IJS VII
Scores of v'upils Xakinr the Industrial Arts Test and the Stenquoat
Mecbanioal Aptitude Teat and their lust Sehool lark In flhoo work
Pupils with 6000 minutes of oodworkin-
Of
1 mm
U
Sections
1% II in
!
!
To'-al St«*nq« Schoe
1- hJ 1'.
l 66 82 10 10 118 59 80
z 58 30 10 17 110 72 80
8 66 16 8 13 103 63 • 85
4 44 22 8 If 38 70 33
5 63 20 4 • 97 73 30
6 33 14 10 10 78 71 80
7 67 20 10 16 108 68 60
8 55 16 7 13 91 71 88
3 65 26 1 • 105 75 97
10 39 25 4 $ . 118 59 80
11 35 14 t 16 74 62 70
12 31 26 10 t 119 78 93
13 45 17 4 6 ** 39 85
14 56 25 t • •8 70 30
15 48 26 f t 88 65 80
16 51 26 10 • IS - Tft 83
17 39 22 4 12 7T 55 75
Id 34 20 • 26 n 61 80
19 45 52 • I 87 6T
80
20 25 17 4 50 63 70
TAHE8 VII
Soctioog Total Stor-q. School
Score Score ark
1A IB II XII
21 77 33 11 12 135 77 97
22 44 24 12 f 87 63 63
23 69 27 8 t 96 74 20
24 67 31 9 11 118 83 93
25 SO 32 6 15 102 80 80
26 40 19 6 9 74 52 78
27 67 30 11 12 120 72 90
26 46 15 • 1 67 77 B
29 59 27 8 14 106 69 90
30 26 20 6 3 60 70
i i31 42 27 9 14 02 71 90
32 29 15 3 3 66 64 66
9J 67 24 8 9 108
<-
76 5
34 45 0 8 3 61 57 80
36 25 16 7 66 59 65
36 69 34 • 10 111 73 50
37 56 10 $ 16 90 72 75
36 32 16 9 18 76 GO 95
39 29 16 11 13 61 ft .2
40 65 20 • 7 98 74 ^2
41 51 17 • t 84 77 37
41 48 17 • 3
Ml77 71
43 66 31 • ft 114 54 82
44 41 12 11 i 66 53 83
46 56 23 10 9 138 81 76
46 61 22 10 It 106 54 60
47 no SO 12 12 104 62
No. of
Papils
72
TABLE VII
No » of Soctiona Total Stenq. School
{>:; pil« Score Soor© : ar? -
1A 13 II til
48 63 12 8 li 94 74
49 60 23 10 11 105 79
60 44 14 10 9 77* * 68
61 86 30 9 9 ti
52 24 6 9 1
1
50 ao
53 49 0 9 1 . 1 CO
64 2a 12 10 1* 72
55 23 12 10 0 so1 " * 72* **
56 56 29 10 5 100 83
57 tfl 7 12 101 59
58 62 29 9 11 111 63 90
69 62 21 7 5 95 74 90
60 10 17 8 7 62 61 78
;l 50 23 10 15 98 66 35
62 41 26 • 10 35 70 35
65 55 26 10 4 66 69 90
64 61 21 1 •) • 97 56 96
05 46 26 f 10 98 56 98
56 22 8 18 94 57 90
67 M 8 1 1
1
1 ! I
66 50 25 i 11 :>4 rs 97
IB 62 26 t 16 113 60 68
70 41 18 • | 76 42 80
71 86 14 • § 62 63 80
72 58 23 6 9 96 59 32
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TA8U* VII
So» of Sectlong Total Stenq. School
^P11* Score Score M&rk
li IB II III
7S 44 9 18 91 55 ao
74 66 22 6 12 96 64 97
76 40 25 9 14 86 87 60
n 46 22 10 16 94 58 95
•7 76 26 8 16 118 68 80
78 66 17 T 0 m 62 80
79 61 26 f t 82 68 90
30 65 20 10 14 98 G3 92
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COHRBIAriOM
The eamUtiM OMffieient is a number whioh Indicates the dagm
of relationship btkmn two ariablee 0 It la another way of ehowing
the mm thing that a Matter diagram shows. The number nriti fraa
1 to -1. Whan tha relationship la parfMt and positive, the oorrela-
tlon la 1. Whan tha relationship is parfMt but invarm, tha
ooaffloiant la -1* Whan there is no relationship between the two
variables, the coefficient is aero.
If the relation between two variablM is parfMt, that is, the
ooeffloient is 1, the points on the Matter graph fall dlreetly upon
the diagonal across the page from lower left to upper right. If the
relationship is close, that is, the ooeffloient about ,7 or. 9, the
points on the scatter graph cover close to and about the same diagonal.
If the relation is small but noticeable, and the coefficient is about
•S, the points Matter more from the diagonal. If there is no relation-
ship and the coefficient is sero, the points distribute equally all
ewer the graph, and do net oluster about the diagonal. If the relation-
ship is negative, the paints cluster about a diagonal across the sheet
whioh falls from the upper left to lower right, and indicates that as
the units along the x-axia inoreaM in value, the unite along tha y-axia
decrease in value.
In this study the formla used to obtain the correlation coefficient
la the Pearsonian Product - Moment formula (2,p. 167) whioh is as
followss-
Xjcjr. cx oy
H
r Z—
—
Ox #
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A oorwUtioo below ,80 Is said to have no significance, ens from
•60 la to .70 is considered awig».
Tho eoeffielent of correlation is imparled by an error. Khan
using a nil sampling around one hundred ohildren instead of one
thousand, the figure obtained for the average would be lees reliable
because the eases are fewer. If we reduee the number of the eases
then the reliability of the figure is impaired. The sise of the
correlation coefficient also governs the reliability of the figure.
If the number is a large one, for example .80 to .90, the comparison
between the two variables is almost perfect and the possibility of
an error Is minimised greatly. Likewise if the coefficient is small
the probability of an error is greatly increased.
The formula for the probably error (2,p.170) of the correlation
coefficient iss
1 - r2
P.E. Z 0,6746
Table Till shows the distribution of points on the scatter graph,
the correlation between the Stenquect lloetianieel Aptitude Test
scores end the Industrial Arts Achievement Test scores (author's test)
of 72 pupils who had 1200 minutes of woodworking. The scores for the
Industrial Arts Achievement Test are distributed along the abscissa.
The Stenquest Mechanical Aptitude Test scores are distributed along
the ordinate.
76
The coefficient of correlation ie not high (.362 .069) however,
the coefficient of correlation increases with the upper groups as
will be shown later in the thesis.
A study of Table XIII which shows the relationship between the
Industrial Arts Achievement Test and the school marks show a fairly wide-
spread distribution (.5573 * #068) • Likewise the coefficient of
correlation inoreases with the upper groups.
The scatter diagrams and their accompanying correlation figures
in Tables VIII to ptll inclusive, show the relation between the
Stenquest Mechanical Aptitude Test scores and the various groups of
the Industrial Arts Achievement Test, In most of these graphs it is
seen that the points do not fall close along the diagonal, indicating
that the correlation is not too high. The lack of a high correlation
may be due to the unreliability of teachers 1 marks or to the fact that
the validity of this test might not be too high. Tables XIII to
XVIII inclusive show the relationship between school marks and scores
on the Industrial Arts Achievement Test.
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TABLE VIII
Correlation Between Industrial Arts Test Scor
and of Stenquest Test Scores
Group 1200
Industrial Arts Scores-x
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TABLE VIII
ox « -u * -.194 m =/m^m r 2 .,
.
T2
Cs2
'
' }Z6 * = ^43 - 311 » 2.13
~Y2"
cy = -30
-.416 cxoy = 5.58
cy* - .178 r s" *
„ 5d7
5.52
/72
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TA«IJB IX
Correlation Between Industrial Arts Teat Scores
end of Stenques'; Test Soores
Group 2200
Indus trial Arts Scores-x
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TA8LS IX
cx = 2^ = .552 ^ VW- .!« » 2.90
cx
* a2S <r/NI - Ufa 2.56
71
0y S ^ * i; tfx-Sy » 7.40
oy2
- 3.94 r - SS3 - .000
~7T • .55
7.40
P.S. = .o>64 /I - (.So)2 i
.0C7
l/7l
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TABLE X
Correlation Between Industrial Art* Test Scores
and of Stenqucst rest Scores
Group 5200
industrial Arts Scores-x
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c
ox 9 £ -4S7 ^ /asr-.TT s 2,70if
oy « J 41 * U*9 M s 5.07
as
1S1 - .75
•yz = 2,o6 r» CT s .2 2
6.07
OXOy
" "
78 P.E. - .<i74S^l - (.292; 2 = i .072
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TAi?LE XI
Correla lost Between Industrial Arts Teat Scores
and of Stenquest Test Soores
Group 4500
Industrial Arts Scores-x
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RgLIABILITY
By Pliability is BMat the degree to which a test oonsistently
MMur*,
»
wh*t4,w ** i« Bioasuring. no consideration being paid to
what it is olalmed to measure. This oan bo statistically determined
la ono of throe says*
la By repeating tho sans tost after a sufficient interval of tine
has elapsed, leas enough to offset the "memory effect" but not long
enough to allow an appreciable grouth In ability. This is probably
tho least satisfactory method,
2* By finding tho correlation between two forms of the same test,
given to the seas group of pupils about the same time*
8, By finding the correlation between seores on halves of tho
same test, using the odd and even method,
einoe the author*s test exists in only one form, method three was
used in this instanee* The units of measurement were broken into odd
and even, and these two halves correlated. The odd and even scores
are found in Table XVIII.
TABLE mil
ODD ALU EVEN SCORES OP 1KB ENTIRE TEST
Total
dumber Odd
1 20 IS
2 IS IS
3 32 8©
4 SO 36
6 34 81
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TABU XVXII
Kxmbmr Odd
« 30 la
* 54 26
8 30 2 i
• 27 JO
10 22 14
11 30 26
12 23 31
!• it S3
14 33 13
16 33 23
16 42 2,
17 42 67
16 37 34
19 66 62
20 22 28
21 36 30
22 60 46
28 36 43
24 64 49
25 69 52
26 67 49
27 38 41
2a 51 43
29 34 3d
30 24 34
31 41 33
32 40 64
99
K aaber
33
34
3D
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
m
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
56
TASLS XVIII
Odd
40
45
44
34
41
36
24
32
19
55
31
40
26
21
22
20
26
39
23
86
34
29
25
26
25
43
8v«n
39
36
37
35
43
36
20
45
24
41
34
42
37
21
12
15
20
27
25
23
26
19
24
39
36
-100-
Ku»fc«r
59
60
61
62
63
64
66
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
76
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
TABLE XVI 1
1
Odd
27
27
33
30
24
29
33
28
28
89
50
SI
45
29
•1
17
64
62
62
22
ST
m
st
ss
29
42
32
Even
19
12
14
22
22
19
28
17
20
33
31
55
45
48
40
39
63
47
47
22
43
54
46
38
26
36
25
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TABLE XVIII
Odd
86 SO 40
87 42 88
86 58 67
69 46 41
90 55 40
91 66 54
92 58 48
98 69 65
94 49 45
96 86 23
96 48 34
97 40 32
98 87 44
99 42 41
100 29 32
101 40 44
102 22 19
103 22 32
104 24 22
105 86 89
106 68 52
107 m 21
lOo n 52
109 m 32
110 89 34
111 58 M
timber
112
113
114
116
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
120
M
127
12a
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
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TABLB XVIII
Odd
29
25
32
22
40
36
23
S4
42
54
44
35
26
46
48
57
54
58
52
43
54
63
57
58
28
45
55
Even
33
26
24
18
m
36
39
31
40
35
59
42
29
52
43
38
39
47
51
26
50
54
56
48
24
38
48
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TAB I F, KXlll
:. t»l;er Odd Sv«n
139
•1 42
140 if 47
141 41 38
142 84 43
143 44 63
144 Si 39
145 80 29
144 a 33
147 84 43
148 4S 53
149 IS 40
ISO 81 SO
151 14 32
152 84 52
153 47 41
154 64 54
155 48 58
156 42 38
157 57 46
168 48 34
159 45 48
160 40 34
161 47 35
162 51 56
163 35 36
164 33 31
104
1G5
ICG
167
1 >
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
160
161
102
163
164
165
166
187
188
169
130
una mii
Odd
35
37
30
42
29
26
66
36
51
46
m
53
56
63
SB
I 46
20
37
64
43
62
44
m
SI
23
33
32
H
55
M
44
66
33
52
49
44
54
46
45
55
46
58
19
m
48
46
M
65
56
19
105
ixuiaber
191
Mi
193
194
196
196
197
12b
199
200
201
202
203
204
206
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
IA: Lis aVI II
Odd
16
21
61
66
SS
22
24
IS
31
m
sa
34
It
If
19
14
21
$
17
21
IS
40
32
41
32
40
tan
17
33
48
67
37
25
20
23
•6
21
17
24
15
19
10
23
29
6
5
22
21
42
27
54
43
39
106
217
21b
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
236
236
. 237
238
239
240
241
242
TABTJK mil
Odd
28
20
36
26
47
46
39
38
16
42
31
27
31
27
16
34
30
29
22
30
38
32
30
29
41
39
26
19
40
39
47
34
41
37
27
41
34
25
37
22
13
33
26
24
16
22
39
36
29
23
25
39
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TAHJjg XVI It
245 S3 33
244 n 24
248 24 51
246 2o 25
247 35 41
248 47 34
249 27 36
250 30 27
251 2 33
252 30 28
253 33 39
264 24 23
256 td &
256 34 32
257 33 20
258 1« si
259 ft 26
260 29 21
261 25 80
262 22 22
263 M 27
264 20 43
266 24 36
266 24 31
267 47 49
•M 21 25
269 M 45
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TA3LE mil
en or Odd Even
270 46 46
271 If 34
2-72 46 40
275 64 46
274 19 25
275 89 44
276 4? 41
277 m 31
273 ST H 34
279 26 1 **
230 23 27
2^1 SI 42
M SO 25
2j3 46 43
234 26 27
236 62 40
236 ST 21
237 16 32
238 22 25
239 20 11
290 66 14
291 29 30
292 23 15
235 20 25
2 4 84 17
ZJb 20 21
109-
TA3IJ8 XVIII
Odd
2 6 to 19
2)7 14 27
w 12
299 14 29
300 80 25
301 8f 36
302 It 21
303 m 30
304 ts 31
305 33 33
306 If 25
307 10 IS
308 44 34
309 25 21
310 81 50
311 IT 29
312 57 37
313 II 45
314 81 21
mm « mm
315 66 42
316 55 38
317 41 41
318 44 43
319 39 69
320 52 46
321 28 22
322 43 37
-110-
TA8L8 XVIII
***** Odd Even
323 33 29
324 42 2?
325 62 41
326 34 22
327 40 59
328 48 22
329 28 47
330 30 21
331 32 27
332 28 34
333 34 22
334 58 65
335 47 53
33G 02 50
337 69 : q
338 $8 39
33S 42 38
340 56 53
341 60 55
342 22 30
343 32 12
844 14 13
345 33 43
346 H. 14
547 22 14
348 43 39
i'49 31 23
-Ill
IA LE S.VI 1
li\m or
•dd
380 26 24
14 14
352 21 20
355 24 36
354 29 38
35S 39 47
356 30 28
357 30 30
358 24 31
359 39 32
360 38 26
361 41 29
362 88 24
363 29 30
364 18 17
365 22 11
366 Si 30
367 tt 22
368 26 18
369 Sf 31
370 m 48
371 ei 57
372 28 26
373 at 29
374 m 31
376 63 53
376 26 37
.121-
iabis mil
°W Em
577 59 88
878 81 86
579 89 59
Hi 81 M
881 86
81
Table XIX shorn the distribution of points la tho scatter graph
and tho correlation between tho Odd and Bran total scores of tho
Industrial Arts Achievement Tost* Tho sooros for tho Odd aro
distributed along tho horisontal s-oariLs and tho rango in six point
divisions from 12 to 78. Tho Even sooros aro distributod along tho
vortical or x-axls in four points divisions and rango from 4 to 64.
Tho coefficient of correlation is fairly high (.685) which argues
for an average relationship* Tho reliability of the author's test
can bo said to bo only fairly high* An inspection of this graph
shows that tho points fall in a fairly solid block along the
•tat~on&l fro?.: loner Ml '*o upper rlgfcft.
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TA' LK XIX (oont.;
cx =
-11| - .HI o* /TgP aWl 2.22
*86
y2 - .015
0
"
•0 i6 ay -
.61 - * ...
3'.;.
crxoy = 7.39
oy = 471 - .124 ^ _ [mM$)
.626
7.3
p
.E. « .6745 /} - (.025^2 = 1 ,018
oxoy =
-.036 /386
SUMMARY OF COSRaiATIOK ANALYSIS
la The aoatter graph and the reliability ooeffloient (•625) ahow
that tha Induatrial Arta Tart la reasonably reliable.
2. The correlation between the Stenqueat Mechanical Aptitude Teat
and Induatrial Arta Teat ahow on an average fairly low oorrelationa.
They are aa follows-
1200 group - Aptitude Teat v.s. Induetrial Arta feat .373 *
.008
2200 group - Aptitude Teat v. a. Induetrial Arta Teat .55 J .021
3200 group - Aptitude Teat v.s. Industrial Arte Teat .291 * .72
4500 group • Aptitude Teat v.s. Induetrial Arta Teat .288 * .075
600 group - Aptitude Tost v.s. Induatrial Arta Teat .231 t .071
Low coefficients here wight be expect*** aince the Steaqueat Leohanioal
Aptitude Teat la an aptitude teat while the author' a teat la designed
to measure only achievement.
5. The correlation between the Induatrial Arta Teet scores and
teachers' marks also show a low correlation. They are aa follows:-
1200 group m Induatrial Arta Teat v.s. Teachers' Marks .363 * .068
2200 group - Industrial Arta Teat v.s. Teachers* Marks .37 * .069
3200 group - Induatrial Arta Teat v.s. Teachers* Marks .508 t «054
4500 group - Industrial Arts Teat v.s. Teachers* Marks .584 2 .049
6000 group Industrial Arts Test v.s. Teachers* Karks .26 Z .070
The average correlation between the Industrial Arta Test scores and
Teachers' Marks is (.401) which is fairly low. This might be due to the
unreliability of teachera* aarka as discussed! before In this thesis.
IKTKSl Mg'.TATIOl OF 8COI
Table XXII gives the norms en median mom. Tho problem of
computing satisfactory aoru la diffloult in a sublet nih as
Industrial Arts. The rwrni for this are obvieua. No two schools
d*vot* ojmsomt of time to Industrial Arts work, nor offor tho
work In tho some grades In Junior and Sonior High Schools, In tho
aohoola uaod for tho preliminary standardisation of thia test, thoro
aro groat dlfforonoos in the amount of tin© spent on woodwork, and
alao a wide variety of offerlnge in woodwork. Per example, one school
(A) offere 1200 minutoa par eeneater in the seventh
-rade, and doaa
not offer woodwork again until tho ninth, whilo another aohooi (B)
offera 1800 xdnutea par aameater in oaoh grade of Junior High School.
Qawa lei, by tho tine 9B pupils have finished thia grade they have
Rinutea in woodwork than 7A pupils. Thia illuatratea a aituation
fa&illlar to all Industrial Arte teaahora, and doubtless ia one
for the alow appearance of standardised testa in thia field*
The usual grade norms in aueh a aituation would be meaningleaa.
It was decided then to compute norms on a time basis. The time devoted
to woodwork in each of tho aohoola uaod was determined for all ^redee.
A subtotal was then made at the end of oaoh grade and thia subtotal
was the basis for the norms* By "total time spent" is meant the time
in tho particular grade and all preooding grades*
It will be easy in this way to interpret intelligently the scores
of your pupils. Determine tho total amount of time spent by the
majority of the class, and compare it with the norms of the semester
most nearly approaching tills time* These norms, as indictted, are
based on median
117-
scoros. It is a simple matter to find this toere. An-wige the papers,
or scores, in order from the lowest to tl.o highesti count to the middle
paper, and the score on that paper is the median score. If tf.jre io an
oven number of oases, tl.o Lallan \b the auuber halfway boWea the tvo
middle numbers*
The table below shorts the median scores of eaoh 'roup for eroh cart
of the Industrial Arts Achievement Test.
Groups Part IA Part IB Part II Part III Total
1200 minutes at T 6 e 42
2200 minutes 11 6.5 M 64
3200 minutes 84 12 T • 61
4600 minutes 59 if 7.5 6.5 69
6000 minute* 80 22 • 9 69
1 1 ft*
Comporisen of Average Scores of Different a
It is efUa smnv; to determine Mother the difference
the averagee of two different series of measures is really algnifi-
o«-it, or whether it is only a chance difference*
The Pliabilities of the differences between tho scores on J*rt U
for tho 1200 minute groups to tho 6000 minute groups wo determined.
They aro civon bolow in Tabl© XXIII,
TABIS XXIII
Table Showing Difforoaooo Between Average Group
Scores and Corresponding Critical Seties
Sears* Difforonooa of
average aaoroa
Critical Satio
2100
MM
22
SI
9 1.66
2200
3200
81
34
4*89
3200
4600
84
89
5 4*08
4600
99J9
89
50
U 4.49
from tho also of tho resulting critical scores it is possible to
determine the number of ehe>«ose in 100 that the direction of the
difference discovered between the two will be confirmed by further
sampling. Bill. (12,p.S93) gives the following samples
If the quotient 1. 1.0, the eaaaeee m 84 in 100. If it i. l#6
.
the ohanoee ere 93 in 100. If it 1. 2.0. the ehaneee are 98 in 100.
If it is 2.5. the eheneee ere 99 in 100. if it is 2.7 or mm* the
eheneee ere approximately 100 out of 100.
In looking et table XXIII for the group 1200 and 2200 one een
observe that the chance* are neither croup would increase their
eooree if further sampling were made.
However, the other groups shew that the two different series of
measures is really significant. It then can be said that the
reliability of the difference between the averages of two different
series of measures is significant*
BUKI ROT
Table Showing Differences Between Average Group
Scores and Corresponding Critical Ratios
-roups Differences of
average scores
Critical 2atio
1200 T
4 .73MM 11
2300 11
1 1.16
3200 M
3200 12
4 1.12
4500 M
4500 16
6 1.66
6000 22
-12**-
In Table XXIY on* can alee tbnrn that the chances are neither
sroup would increase their scores if further sampling vara aaAe.
IABLB XXVMMMIMMHMmi
Tabla showing Differences between Average Group
Scores and Corresponding Critical Bstios
Group* Scores Differences of Critical aatio
vnnigf ioorM /
1200 42
12 10.58
2200 54
2200 54
T 10.89
61
5200 61
8 9*82
4500 63
4600 69
20 9.62
6000 89
In Table XX? oat oen see that there la a reliable difference
bolccou the tea average* of the different distributions for each
In looking at Table HS2 one sees that sections fart II, and
Part III of the Industrial Arts Achievement Test show that there is
little difference in scores between the averages of each -roup. It
would be needless to eoopute the O^diff. for these groups since the
differences are so saall that further stapling in groups would net
increase the average scores.
AUPK Or TB8T
Most of the uses of the toot doubtloos hare disclosed themselves
oo the pmiaus discussion has proceeded* A brlof suanmry of thoso
uses is fiTwi hero
2
to Present to tho Pupils Objective Standards
Ao o basis for assigning doflnito standards of actainment. Pupils
who fall below standard should not bo allowod to continue an with
advanced work*
To ProTO worth of Piagnootio Purposes*
Tho rarious parts of tho tost oover different phases of woodwork.
No doubt this tost will toll tho instructor where tho pupils are
weak and whore they need wore tine in oortaia operations, ihe teacher
will discover why aero tine is needed then knowing why, he will seek to
remedy the situation*
To Show Individual Pupil's Aohloisossttt .
As a wsons of comparing tho echlsvenent of your sohool with repre-
sentatlve aohitjswsmt of other schools in the city or near by section
of tho country*
To Provide Promotional Data
- 1. 1 -
—
For promoting educational research in the Industrial Arts field* It
will help to mnw ouostion© that arise so many times. Hoi
time should bo IMM to lecture work and olaa. discussion mm
******* .hopwork? What is tho correlation between
.hop performance
and tho thoorotioal payor knowledge ao measured by this teotf
To Compere Classes in the Sams School with fliaoo of Other*.
Ao a moans of oompering various olasoes in your own school. This
eon bo easily done with classes taking tho sane semester* • work or with
classes taking other loantor's work in the high grades.
To Provide A Wgjjg Scle^tifio Sosoaroh in gjfgftSIigte'
Like cost fields in education a certain amount of researeh is
necessary for tho progress of any subject setter. It is through this
method that we find better ways of conducting school work and the need
for a change from the old method*
It has been th. purpose of this thesis to explain tho origin,
eonstruotion. validity, and reliability of tho "Industrial Art.
111,1,1111 111 *** of tho fow ilUiPHim toot, now la use, m
tho rmixx. foil to MMN tho pupil's eehlevemeat in tho field of
woodwork. lWm> Judgments in soot MM oro tho only stsmdard 17
whioh tho pupil* work is graded, a. thoro is o nit amount of
difforonoo in grading tho work it woo, therefore, deemed urgent to
develop an achievement toot that would accurately aoaouro tho progress
of tho minipulative .kill and toohnioal Inforamtioa of tho pupil in
tho fiold of woodwork.
In early May, 1956, a preliminary tort waa given at Hartford,
Connootiout, and Holyoke, Massachusetts, for tho purpose of obtaining
suitable material for an achievement teat. Ths following year a
roTiood form with additional material was given to pupils at Hartford,
Connootiout. West Springfield, and Holyoko, Uaesaohueetts. With this
CToundwork completed a fiaal fern waa eonstruoted sad given to 386
pupils of Junior High Schools in Holyoko aad West Springfisld,
Massachusetts
•
This study includes three sots of narks — (1) the scores resolved
on tho Stenquest Mechanical Aptitude Test, (2) the scores received on
the Industrial Arts Test (author's rest), end (3) the school marks
received in the subject of woodworking during the last semlster of
The following statist!oal methods wore used in compering tho data
— (1) scatter diagrams, (2) coefficient of correlations, (3) now
emM am Battel 1 iseffssu
•setter graphs an* coefficients of correlation were dftwnlMd
for tho following, (1) Ecohanleal Aptitude fmt and Industrial Art.
Achieve,*** Toot for all roups. (2) Tseohere* arki and Industrial
Arts Achievement last, (3) reliability by tho Odd and Ivan method.
Tliere aro alao to be found tabloa which ahow (1) tho ranking
ooeres of 866 pupil* In their school marks, (2) tho rankin,; sooras of
186 pupils in tho Industrial Arts Achievement Test, (») the ranking
scores In the Stenquest L'«ohanleal Aptitude Test, and (4) th* score*
of tho Odd and Been In the Industrial Arts Achievement: Test.
The scatter graphs and their accompanying soefflolenti of correla-
tion reveal points of merit about the Industrial Arts Achievement
lost. A study of Tables VIII and IX shows that there Is a lev
correlation between the Stomquest Heehanloal Aptitude Teat scores and
the Industrial Arte Aehl ii aasnt Test soores (pi go 77 and 78).
An crawl nation of tho Stonquest Mechanical Aptitude Test shows
that this test measures the pupils' ability in the selection or the
snatching of mechanical tools. This test does net measure the minlpu-
lative skill used in carrying out sortaln operations with mechanical
tools. Therefore* this say account for the fast that eemo correla-
tions are net too high.
The Industrial Arts Achievement Test in sea* cases does not
correlate highly with teachers' narks. There is a definite reason why
this (Table III I and XTTl) should be so. An instructor in rrading the
pupils* work In woodworking considers many other factors in marking his
pupils. (1) Attendance, (2) behavior and Attitude, (8) effort. A teachers*
^rade in the eighth grade may change due to the standards the
instructor hat for each grade* So with theee factors in «<M tha
correlations la tent oases ara about medium, while others are higher.
An oaaainatlon of tha Qraphs and correlation figure* fond la
* labia XIX above that the test baa a fairly hirh reliability* The
eoore* are veil scattered along the diagonal from lover left to upper
right in a fairly solid block fenu
The author* s teet broujbt out very forcibly a rery Important factor
in the paper teat* The low media? scores for the paper tests prove
that practically no tiaa at all is spent in technical and relative
information* As stated earlier in this thesis there is a leak of
organisation is shop work especially where the test was administered.
The low scores ia sections II sad III had their effect on the total
score*
The entire teet is far from being perfect. However, it is in ths
right direction to stimulate interest for the iwprovement of better
shops*
%
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Part Score
LKWRTRUI ARTS TEST
1 'X
f° r
B
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL n
by
111
William H. Torno
ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN WOODWORK
Important
Fill in the blank below, but do not turn the page until you are told to
Name
-nDe
't0 Grade.
do so.
Sch° 01 Wer City
Number of hours you have taken woodwork
GENERAL DIRECTIONS: This is a. test to find out how much you know regarding
Lrr^r^'dif0?
15
' r
terials
;
ana other **>~«« 4» ^oSsss!her a e six different
,y: .,s 01 Questions , Before rach type you will findthe directions. READ THEM VERY CAREFULLY, J - ana then proceed to
answer the questions.
1Part 1 HOW FAR CAN TOU GO?
ORraG^CTIONS: Do each of the following steps in order indicated. After each
;
tep is completed chec^ the names of the tools you had to use under each step
.o nothing arc^at *hat yvn^r* toU- to-do. In no case use_SanJjjgJw1_
'*
STT.P 1 STEP 2
9"
SqUAPv. TO SIZ.S
1
%
k— 3-
SAW ON LINE
let STO
Pencil
parking guage
Jack plane
Try sauare
Block plane
luler
Combination souare
Mitre box
Smooth plane
Rip saw
Cross cut saw
Back saw
and STiig
Rip saw
Combination square
Pencil
Marking guage
Ruler
Cross cut saw
Back saw
Try square
STBP ,5
-J
ST£P 4
SAV ON LINK CUT CORNER OFF (save)
Cross cut saw
Pencil
Rip saw
Back saw
Combination square
Cooking saw
4t.h STflP-
Pencil
Combination square
Back saw
Jack plane
Crosscut saw
Ruler
Suoke shave
File
G-o on to the next page
STEP
^
2
STEP fi
5th STEP
Bit brace
2 in. bit
Combination
Pencil
Ruler
h in. drill
Handdrill
• "mare
6th STEP
Pencil
Cc^-,o?s
Pil*
Coding savr
Back saw
Combination square
Spoke shave
Block t>lane
STEP 7
DRILL & COUNTERSINK
TOR *8 SCREff
STEP 8
CRMS •
7th STEP
Hand drill
3/16" drill
Bit brace
Counter sink 3/l6 !I bit
Combination square Screw driver bit
Try square jrail set
Pencil
Ruler
Time saver
8th STEP__
Juc2» plane
Ma; king guage
Smooth plane
Pencil
Try souare
Ruler
Stesl souare
9th STEP
Use piece from Step 4
Hammer
- Brad - Brad awl - JJails - Hl
Score
Ruler
- Wallet - Nail set
Part II 3.
( ) Length of block ?
( ) Thickness of block ?
( ) Mortise is how *ide ?
( ) Depth of the groove ?
( ) Width of block ?
( ) Mortise is how long ?
( ) The radius of the arc ?
( ) Width of the groove ?
1
~* 1—
—
1
:
i
—
!
—
f
~
—
1
,
,
r
L
I -
,
1
1 1
'
' " 1 .
VIEW
Go on to the next page
view END VIE.V
Part 111 u
Score:
Finishing Te&t
Directions: Place a HtvIp arnvmd ^& ciicj.p o^ma the correct answer.
1. Is No. 1 sandpaper coarser than No v
* xes No
liiJ
Stain penetrate th* glue that has been left on the - .rood, surface?
Yes No
3. Are surfaces sometimes sponged with water before stain isapplied?... °«cw-« x&
Yes No
K Does stain tend to "bring out" the grain of the wood? yes No
5
" [toWi£
B
«VJ
tVZ th6 !tain °n a piece nf beforeapplying it to the project to be finished? Yes No
6. Should stain be applied in long strips rather than short
wile onesr
„
. v••••• Yes No
7. Is it necessary to remove the surplus oil stain after ithas been applied?. _
' • - Yes No
8. Is one hour sufficient time to allow oil stain to dry? Yes
1C. Can alcohol be used as a thinner for
No
9. Does white shellac give a clearer f?nish than orange
shellac? & v1 Yes No
Yes No
11. When dipping the brush irto the shellac container, should
only the ends of the bristles be aovtredt Yes No
12. Should shellac be applied quickly arid e;:cosfive omening
be avoided?
Yes No
13. Is it possible to brush varnish louder than shellac when
applying it? Yes No
ih. Are short strokes with the brush better than long ones
when applying varnish?
, Yes No
15. Will oily rags catch fire if a flame is kept away from them?Yes No
DIRECTIONS: In the parenthesis* place th i number jf the work or
phrase that gives the correct answer.
1. Wax is generally applied with. (l) A brush. (2) A cloth.
(3) An air brush ( )
2, How many coats of shellac are generally necessary for a shellac and wax
finish? (l) One. (2) Five. (3) Three.,., , ( )
Cc on tc the next page
6« When applying the following fin*.*, +
•
(
•
^es
-.Uch have teen used 1„ shellac should be cle^
•
The materiel used as
. polish for
. shellac finish Is......
..
•
Oily rag8 should be kept in a
•
"hieh stain 1. host to use for refinishing old furniture,
.
Before applying paint to metal, what is roared ft,*,
'"hen paint is thick, ,-hat should to used to make it thin,
or
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